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Take lighting part A to assemble it on the blue slide
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Restore the model, then remove the top part away
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Split the model as shown, then replace the black dishes at front by the lighting parts,
then place the wire in between the studs on the base
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Get the remain lighting parts through to the front by the gap in between the bricks
Assemble the 2x2 lighting round plate to replace the white one and stick the led strip 
next to it  

Then remove the shown parts at the front
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Restore the other parts, the white arrow should totally cover the led strip

Take lighting part B for the green slide
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Split the slide, assemble the black lighting tile, then place the cable in between the 
studs on the base

Then separate the slide on the back as shown, restore the bottom half back to the base 
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Move the long led strip to the front, place the wire in between the stud then restore 
the top half of the slide but don’t close it tight yet

Stick the led around the circle, adjust the wire length then you may close it tight

*Place the joint at the left or right side 
of the circle so it would be covered with 
the part is restored
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Take lighting part C for the pink slide

Separate the slide, stick the lighting tile with tape on the red circle place and the one 
without tape on the blue circle 
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Put the slide back, assemble the white lighting round plate on the red circle and the 
red lighting round plate at blue circle to replace the round place on here

Restore all the removed parts and cover the wire to the red lighting round plate by the 
long white part
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Now assemble lighting part D for the orange slide

Split the slide as shown
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Assemble the lighting plate and round plate on the light grey parts

Then cover the lighting parts, move the remain part to the back, place the wire in 
between the studs
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Restore the slide

Remove the top to leave a space to move the led strip to the front and again place the 
wire in between the studs to avoid it get damaged when putting the top back
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Stick the led only on the big grey round plate without covered by the black one (the 
joint between the wire and led could be hidden by the black circle
Adjust the wire, then restore the top

At last, connect all the connectors with the USB cable then you may light them up


